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DATA ENTRY AND SPECIAL KEYS
All Natsoft systems make use of special keys for data entry. This section should be fully understood BEFORE
attempting to run any of the systems. Each key is referred to in the instructions by an abbreviation. This abbreviation is
given next to each of the keys.
The following descriptions nominate the special keys and their specific purposes.

Return or Enter
When entering data into the system the Return or Enter key should be pressed once the entry is complete. The system
will not recognize, and act upon your entry until the Return is pressed. The Return key is equivalent to the Enter key.
The system usually indicates the field that is to be entered by the operator by a flashing cursor, and highlighted data.

Backspace or Delete
The Backspace and Delete keys are equivalent. The backspace is a character deletion key. If you have made a typing
error then Backspace is pressed to delete the last character typed.
The backspace is also an error message recovery key. If an error message or warning message appears on the
bottom of the screen and a beep is heard from the system, then the Backspace or Delete key is pressed to clear the
message. If you press any other key then the system will respond with another beep. This is to ensure that error
messages are acknowledged and the appropriate action is taken.

~
This is the screen dump key. Whenever this key is pressed the contents of the current screen will be sent to printer
number zero.

Arrow Up (AU)
The Arrow Up key (or F5 on the IBM style keyboard with no separate cursor controls), is an abort or backup one step
key. It is used to move to the previous entry field or to exit up out of an operation without making any changes. If you
called up a wrong account then this key is used to return to the account entry. This key will allow you to re-enter the
system date if it is pressed at the main menu. In posting routines this key will return you to the batch selection section
of the system, thus allowing you to change posting modes quickly.

Arrow Down (AD)
The Arrow Down key (or F9 on the IBM style keyboard with no separate cursor controls), is an advancement key. It is
used to advance to the next entry field. The Enter key will also perform this task. This key is used to move down
through posting dissections, where the enter key will allow the changing of a dissection. This key has special purposes
in some programs. When this key has a special purpose, this purpose is shown in the program or in the instructions of
the program.
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Arrow Across (AA)
The Arrow Across key (or F8 on the IBM style keyboard with no separate cursor controls), is a confirmation or program
exit key. It is used to confirm an entry screen, or to, during posting procedures, indicate to the system that all
transaction dissections are entered. This key is pressed to exit a program when there are no screen instructions on
how to exit the program.

Arrow Back (AB)
The Arrow Back key (or F7 on the IBM style keyboard with no separate cursor controls), is used in the same way as a
Backspace key to delete the previous character typed.

Function Keys
The system utilizes function keys 1, 2, 3 and 4 to perform various tasks. An explanation of the function of each of these
keys may be found below.

Function Key One (F1)
Function key one or F1 is the help key. If the operator is at an entry within the system and does not understand what
the system requires then this key may be struck and a help message will appear on the screen explaining the
particular entry concerned. Once the operator is happy with the course of action that should be taken then the ENTER
key should be struck to return the operator to the entry in question. The help message may be changed by entering C,
and then the message.

Function Key Two (F2)
Function key two or F2 is the Load/Change key, and is used to allow the loading and changing of records. At any
account entry this key can be used to load a new account, or change an existing one. For example new account may
be loaded on to the system in the middle of a posting procedure by the use of F2. The new account code is keyed in
followed by the F2 key instead of the Enter key. Not only can new accounts be loaded by this method but existing
account details can be modified.

Function Key Three (F3)
Function key three or F3 is the screen inquiry key. At any account entry this key can be used to inquire into an
account. For example this key may be used in the middle of a posting procedure if details of a particular debtor's
transactions are required. The debtors code is keyed in followed by the F3 key instead of the Enter key. The operator
is then placed in the inquiry mode.
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Function Key Four (F4)
Function key four or F4 is the keystroke record/playback key. This key is used to store sequences of key strokes that
are of a repetitive nature. For example when end of period reports are being produced the keystrokes used can be
stored in a file and recalled at the end of the period. When this key is pressed the name of the file in which the
keystrokes are to be stored is entered. The record mode is selected by entering an R, and from that point all key
strokes are recorded until the F4 key is pressed to stop the recording. To recall a key stroke file move to the same
entry from which the recording was commenced and press the F4 key, the key stroke file name is then entered and the
playback mode is selected by entering a P.

Date Entry
Most date entry is required in full without the /'s, ie enter 14021988 for 14/02/1988. When entering dates it is only
necessary to enter as much of the date that needs to be altered. If the current date is 14/02/1988, and the required
date is the 20/02/1988, then simply enter 20. For the 30/05/1988 enter 3005.
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CODING AND CALL UP OF ACCOUNTS
Stock branches, stock groups and stock items are given a unique code. This code may be alpha-numeric, ie it may
consist of letters and/or numbers. This code is used to call the relevant account up when requested to by the system.
Items will be listed on reports in their code sequence, this should be kept in mind when creating the codes.

Branch Code
The branch code consists of three characters, and is usually alpha, and represents an abbreviation of the branch
name.

Group Code
The group code consists of four characters, and can be either alpha or numeric.

Stock Code
The stock code is different to the other codes in that the length of the code can be set between 5 and 20 characters
long. The code can be either alpha or numeric.

UPC Code
The UPC code is the bar code.

CODE ENTRY - Load/Change Functions
During load/change functions when the system asks for a code, simply key in the desired code. If the code exists then
the system will perform a change operation. If the code does not exist then the system will perform a load operation.
Most change functions will allow the code to be changed.

CODE ENTRY - Other than Load/Change Functions
Whenever the system asks for a code, key in the desired code. If the code is not found an error message is returned. If
no code is entered or only part of a code is entered then all matches to the entered code will be listed one screen at a
time (see figure on the next page).If * is entered it will allow the description to be entered or if % is entered proceeding
the code it will do an absolute lookup. To display the next screen press the Enter key. To select an item enter the
number displayed next to the item and press return. To select no item code press the AU key.
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LOAD/CHANGE FACILITY DURING CODE ENTRY
At any code entry an item may be loaded into the system or changed, by keying the code, followed by the F2 key
instead of the Enter key.

SCREEN INQUIRY FACILITY DURING CODE ENTRY
At any code entry an online inquiry facility is available. To inquire on an account key in the code, followed by the F3
key instead of the Enter key.

Sample of screen listing during code entry.
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SYSTEM PROCEDURE
To run the system, key in STKSYS at the operating system prompt, or select the Stock System option from the system
menu. The system will detect whether the data files STKC*.* are present. If they are not present they are created and
the Service Control File job is run (option 1 on the stock menu), to allow the system parametres to be keyed in.

Initial Setup
(1) A branch record is loaded for each stock branch to be used on the system by the use of job 2 from the menu. Each
stock branch operates as an individual stock ledger. The parametres of the stock ledger are entered during this
procedure. Up to 30 locations can be loaded on an individual stock branch.
(2) The stock groups are loaded by the use of job 3 from the menu.
(3) The stock master files are loaded by the use of job 3 from the menu.
(4) The current stock on hand quantities are loaded either by the use of stock adjustments or by stock take entry.
The stock system is now ready for period to period operation.

Period Cycle
(1) During the period stock adjustment postings are performed if necessary.
(2) Stock coming in is posted using creditors stock purchases if integrating to the creditors system or by using stock
transaction posting if no integration is required.
(3) Stock sales are posted using debtors stock invoicing if integrating to the debtors system or by using stock
transaction posting if no integration is required.
(4) At the end of the month the stock on hand report is run along with any other reports required, stock reports can be
run at any time during the month if required.
(5) The end of period update is performed. If it is the end of the month then the end of month update is performed. If it
is the end of year then the end of month and year update is performed.
(6) The system is now ready for another period’s operation.
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DATA BACKUP & INTEGRITY
The data files should be backed up or copied periodically. The backup should be made at least at the end of each day
that the system is used. Backups should be performed before the end of period reporting and updates, or any program
that operates on data without operator intervention.
The integrity of the data cannot be guaranteed if there is a power failure, or if the computer is turned off while it is in
the middle of running the system, and therefore the data should be restored from the last backup. If the system has
been returned to the main menu, or has been terminated, then a power failure will cause no harm. No harm will be
caused in jobs that do not alter the data files, ie reports.
It is important that the computer is not left in the middle of programs that alter the data files, because if the power goes
off you will not remember that you left the system in the middle of a job that updates files, and therefore you could risk
data corruption. If you wish to leave the computer unattended then return the system to the main menu. If you are not
sure of the integrity of your data after a power failure then restore the data from the last backup.
Power failures can cause uncorrectable data file corruption, which can be avoided by restoring the data from the last
backup.
At least 5 sets of backups should be kept. The backups are either named with the day for which they are used or
numbered, they should be alternated each time a backup is performed. It is wise to keep a log detailing when each
backup was done, and onto which media the backup was made. Keeping the backup media off the premises or in a
secure and safe location is highly recommended, in the unfortunate but possible advent of fire or hazard the data can
then be preserved.
All Natsoft data files should be included on the same backup, when all data files are backed up together it will
contribute to a reliable backup should the data need to be restored.
Instructions for the backing up of your data will be provided by your software supplier, these will vary depending on
your computer and operating system. If you need to restore a backup you should contact your software supplier for
assistance.
Where integration is performed with other modules then all modules data should be backed up and restored at the
same time.
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SYSTEM MENU (JOB LIST)
The job menu is used to select which job is to be run. The job is selected from the menu by entering the job number.
The following sections explain each job.
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1 - SERVICE CONTROL FILE
This job is used to define and maintain control information about the stock control system.

Firmname
Enter the name of the firm for which the stock control system is registered. A maximum of 40 characters can be
entered.

Code
Enter the code number that relates to the firmname, this number is obtained from the supplier of the stock system. The
system will not accept a firmname unless the correct code is entered.

Password
A password may be entered to preserve the internal control of the system. Once a password has been entered, it must
be keyed in when selecting any job from the main system menu.
To remove a password, you must first get to this entry and press the spacebar followed by the enter key.

12 Periods Mov.&Waste
Keeps 12 months stock movement.

Last Used Batch Number
Posting batches are allocated consecutive batch numbers by the stock system. This is the last used batch number that
was used. This number should not be altered at any time.

Linked To Orders Y/N
If the stock control system is to be linked to the Natsoft order entry system then ‘Y’ is entered, otherwise the default
setting is ‘N’.

Unit Desc On Inv Y/N
If the unit description of the stock item being sold is to be printed on the invoices Y is entered, otherwise the default
setting is ‘N’.
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Default Unit# 0=Ask
Each stock item has a base unit that the item is held in stock at (for example the base unit might be a LITRE or
EACH), in addition to this base unit two alternative units can be set up on a stock item. If the default unit number is to
be the main unit then 1 is entered, if one of the alternative units is to be used then 2 or 3 is entered, if 0 is entered then
the system will always ask for the unit number.

Inv.Picking Slip Y/N
When entering stock invoices an invoice picking slip can be printed, enter ‘Y’ to print the picking slip, otherwise enter
‘N’.

Out.Stk On Inv Y/N
While printing an invoice if any items that are out of stock are to be shown on the invoice as out of stock enter Y,
otherwise enter N.

Quick Trans Entry Y/N
The transaction entry process can be made quicker and simpler up by entering ‘Y’, the transaction entry is sped up by
skipping certain entries that do not usually need to be changed. If quick transaction entry is not required enter N. This
option will probably need to be experimented with to ascertain your needs.

Hide Cost During Inv. Y/N
If the item cost of the item being sold is not to be displayed on the screen then Y is entered, otherwise N is entered.

Check Inv Posting Y/N
If Y is entered, during the posting of invoices the system will check that the stock being invoiced has not been deleted
or changed by another user. If N is entered the system will not check for these parametres. This facility is designed to
speed up entry a little but it is strongly recommended, in multi-user sites especially, that Y is entered to enable
checking.

Invoice Review Y/N
Allows review of invoice before confirmation.

Label Margin Indent, #Labels Across Page, #Characters Per Label, #Lines Per Label
The stock system will print stock price labels. The label parametres are keyed in here.
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Unit Desc On Label
If the unit description of the item is to be printed on the stock price labels then Y is entered here, otherwise N is
entered.

Audit Trail Printer#, Invoice Printer#
The printers that the stock audit trails and invoices are to be printed on are selected by entering the printer numbers. 0
will use the main printer.

Use Discount % Y/N, Discount Percentages A-Z
If multiple discounts are applied when selling individual products then Y is entered, otherwise N is entered. As an
example when selling an item of stock it may have a discount of 10% plus 15% plus 5%. The discount percentages are
entered next to the 26 letters of the alphabet shown on the screen. The discounts are then applied by entering the
appropriate letters.
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2 - SERVICE BRANCH CONTROL FILES
When this job is run the following sub-menu is displayed. The required option is selected by entering the job number.
This job is used to load, change and delete branch control files. A branch control record is loaded for each stock ledger
in the system. The branch control record holds the parametres and options of the stock ledger. Each stock branch can
have up to 30 stock locations.
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1 - LOAD/CHANGE BRANCHES
When this option is run two screens are displayed for entry. The following screen is the first screen displayed for entry.

Branch Code
Enter the three character branch code.

Name
The name of the company is entered here, this name will print on the stock reports.

Current Month, Current Year
The current month of operation is entered, the current year is the current financial year.

#Months/Year
The number of months in the year can be set to 12 or 13, this would usually be set to 12 for monthly accounting or 13
for 4 weekly periods.
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Sales Tax Y/N
If sales tax information is to be retained (i.e. tax charged at various percentages) then Y is entered, otherwise N is
entered.

Stk.Tran M/Y/N
Stock transactions can be retained on each stock item for a month or year, this will store every purchase, adjustment
and sale of an item. Enter Y to store transactions for a year, enter M to store transactions for a month or N to not store
transactions.

EOP.Flag
This facility has not yet been implemented.

Locations 1-30
The number of stock locations required is specified, the number of locations can be set anywhere between 1 and 30.

D.Cost Method
In the system there are various methods of stock valuation that can be selected. Whatever is entered here is only a
default entry and can be varied from item to item. Briefly the options and descriptions of the methods available are, A
for the weighted average method this method will average the cost per item over the number of items in stock and the
total cost of the items.
F is for the “first in first out” method, or FIFO as it is commonly known. With this method of stock valuation each
purchase lot of stock is stored individually and stock is generally sold from the oldest purchase lot first, this would be
the most accurate method of stock valuation.
L is for the last cost method where all of the stock on hand of the item are revalued at the new cost price. This method
should not be confused with the LIFO method which the tax department has disallowed and is not supported by this
system.
S is entered for the standard costing method. Stock is valued at standard set cost and is revalued from the purchase
cost to the standard cost when purchased allowing a price variation to be isolated, this is a common method of
valuation in the production industry but not in the wholesale and retail industry.
Lastly O is for the overhead method of costing. Overhead costing is different because the stock lines do not carry a
quantity and therefore cannot be purchased into the system, overhead costing is useful for invoicing labour, freight and
other items. It can be utilized if the stock system is to be used as a detailed sales analysis without maintaining stock
control.
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Price Desc, STI, Per#
The price descriptions are entered for the five selling prices if required, eight characters are allowed for the description.
If the price is inclusive of tax, if applicable, then Y is entered under the STI prompt, otherwise N is entered. The prices
entered are usually per unit therefore the Per# would be entered as 1, if the price is a price per thousand for example
then 1000 would be entered.

Markup %'s
If the markup pricing system is to be enabled the markup percentages are entered for prices 3,4 and 5.

#Chars.In.Stock.Code (5-20)
The number of characters for the stock code is set at this point, once the branch has been set up this entry cannot be
changed. The stock code and the stock description add up to a combined length of forty one characters.

#Decimals.In.Qty (0-4)
The number of decimal places required in the quantity is entered, 0 is entered for no decimal places through to 4 for
four decimal places, once the branch has been set up this entry cannot be changed.

#Decimals.In.Cost (0-4)
The number of decimal places required in the cost is entered, 0 is entered for no decimal places through to 4 for four
decimal places, once the branch has been set up this entry cannot be changed.

Last.Cost Branch/Location
If the last cost of the stock item is to be stored on the branch file B is entered, otherwise L is entered to store the last
cost on each individual location.

Markup.Pricing.System Y/N
The markup pricing system is a special pricing system, it operates in the following manner. The cost or list price is
entered in price 1 of the selling prices, the freight cost is then entered as price 2. Price 3 will then be automatically
calculated as the addition of price 1 and 2 plus the markup percentage. Price 4 is calculated as price 3 plus the
markup percentage plus sales tax if applicable, price 5 is calculated as price 3 plus the markup percentage plus sales
tax if applicable.
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Prices 2-5 As A % Of 1 Y/N
If selling prices 2-5 are to be a percentage of selling price 1 then Y is entered, otherwise N is entered to manually set
the prices.

Label Price Code 0-5
The number entered here is the price code that is to be printed on the stock labels, if no price is to be printed on the
labels then 0 is entered.

Default Price Code 1-5
If no price code has been setup on a debtor then the number entered here will be the default price code.

FIFO - Descriptive 1, 2 and 3
These are further information fields for FIFO stock items. They can be used for things like engine number, colour and
shipping number etc. The first descriptive will hold 10 characters of information, the second 12 characters and the third
8 characters.

Sales History Trans Y/N
If sales history is to be kept indefinitely Y is entered, otherwise enter N.

UPC Code or Superseded U/S
If bar coding is to be used in the stock system then U is entered. This will activate the UPC codes (Universal Product
Codes). If bar coding is not required but superseded parts information is, then S is entered, this will allow entry of an
equivalent part number, the part number it superseded and the part number it has been superseded by.

Sub Group Split At 1,2,3,4
The group code is a four character code. If sub groups are required then this code can be split to have a main group
code and a sub-group code. For example if a main group code of 1 character and the sub-group code of 3 characters
is required then 1 is entered.

Allow (-ve) Stock On Sales
If the system is to be allowed to go into a negative stock on hand situation (e.g. selling of stock not yet entered) enter
Y, else enter N. This facility cannot be used with serialized stock as explained in the next entry.
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Serialized Stock Y/N
If the system is to keep track of serial numbers on stock items enter ‘Y’, else enter ‘N’.
To do this the item must be entered on the computer with it's serial number as well.

Reports-New Page Group Y/N
During report printing, if each group is to commence on a new page enter ‘Y’, else enter ‘N’.

S/Tax.Rate1-5
If Y was entered to sales tax Y/N enter the rates of sales tax charged here. Entering 10.00 will be 10 % and 20.00 will
be 20% etc.

Rep.Printer
Enter the number of the default report printer here.

Part#, Bin#
If the stock code is not the part number then the system will allow the part number to be entered in a separate entry if
P is entered. If B is entered then the system provides entry for a bin location.

LowStk.Warn
If the system is to issue a warning for low stock then enter Y, otherwise N is entered. The system will warn that the
stock is low when the stock level falls below the safe or minimum stock level.

#Mths.Usage
The system will store a stock usage for individual stock items over the specified number of months. If 0 is entered then
the system will give the usage since the last purchase. This usage will be printed on the stock on hand report.

Inv.Ent.Amt
Default value is null.

Pur.Dis.Pr#
Default value is null.
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Serial.Stk
A ‘Y’ flag on this field enables the serial stock function. Serial Stock is basically stock items that have a serial number
in addition to their stock code, it is a means for tracking and controlling stock. The ‘N’ flag is the default setting and
disables the serial stock functionality.

O/H.Cost%
Default value is null.

Cost.I%Warn
Default value is null.

Cost.I%Exep
Default value is null.

Remote HSN
Default value is null.

O/Ride.Cost
Default value is null.
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Def-GST Code
The default GST code is set in this field. This is the GST code that will be the default setting for all new stock codes, it
applies to the sell price of the stock item. For a description of the available GST codes please consult the BAS Manual.

Def-WET/LCT Cd
Similar to the GST code above, this field sets the default for either the Wine Equalisation Tax (WET) or the Luxury Car
Tax (LCT). Obviously this field only applies if you are responsible for either of these commodities.

-Price.NO
Sets the default price code number for calculating either the WET or LCT.

-% Of Price
Sets the default percentage of the price that the WET or LCT applies to.
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Osale Tran YN
Enables (‘Y’) or disables (‘N’) the use of the Oversale function. An oversale is a sale whereby the system says you
have none in stock but you physically do, the system will allow you to invoice it out by putting the stock code into
negative. When the items are purchased into stock the next time the purchased quantity in offset by the recorded
oversale/s.

Sell<Cost Warn
Enables (‘Y’) the system to prompt a warning if the user attempts to invoice out a stock item at a sell price less than
the cost of the item. ‘N’ disables this function.

Issue As Sales
Default value is null.

2Line Rep.Desc
Enables the system to print two lines of the stock description on reports.

Simple Stock
With Simple Stock enabled (‘Y’) then system then only displays a simplified and less cluttered stock master file, useful
when only minimal stock information is required. This value is disabled (‘N’) by default.

Cred.Call.Bra.
Default value is null.

RotateSupplier
Default value is null.

Use<Cont/Stock
Default value is null.
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Round Up/Near
Set to round either Up (‘U’) or Near (‘N’) to the rounding factor specified in the next field, Round Factor. This fields
default setting is to Near.

Round Factor
Set the default Rounding Factor. For example 0.05 in this field would set the rounding factor to 5 cents or 1.00 would
set the rounding to the dollar, either the nearest dollar or always to the next dollar depending on the Round Up/Near
value in the field above.

Inq Inc Tax YN
Enables the ability to inquire on stock prices including the GST. When enabled (‘Y’), this function allows the user to
toggle, within the stock inquiry, between the prices inclusive and exclusive of GST using the + and – signs
respectively.
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LABEL SPECS
The label specs are provided to enable the user to manipulate the style of the labels that the system will print, you will
notice there is both a STOCK and a SHELF column - for the different settings of the two types of labels available.

Bar.Code
Values N,1-9, E or G sets the type of bar code printer:N = None (Default)
1&2 = Blazer
3 = Brother
4 = NEC
5 = Fujitsu
6 = Kyocera
7 = Oki
8 = Prodigy
9 = Eltron
E = Epson
G = Godex

UPC# 0or123
Sets the first UPC#, extracted from the stock master file, for creating the bar code, 0 will not use any UPC code.
2nd# 0or123
Sets the second UPC#, extracted from the stock master file, for creating the bar code, 0 will not use any UPC code.

Format 1-2
Selects the label formatting style, either 1 (Default) or 2.

Margin Indent
Sets the margin on the label in characters.

#Across Page
Sets the number of labels across the page.
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#Chars/Label
Sets the number of characters per label.

#Lines/Label
Sets the number of lines per label.

Unit A / Y / N
Display the Unit on label. ‘Y’ = Yes, ‘N’ (Default) = No or ‘A’ = Alternate Unit.

Location Description
Enter the description of each stock location. These might be branches e.g. Hobart, Launceston and Devonport or
warehouse locations e.g. street address.

PB
Default value is null.
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P
If invoices posted to this location are not to be posted to debtors enter N otherwise Y is entered to post to debtors.

S
If invoice printing is used and the selling prices are to be printed on the invoices then Y is entered, otherwise N is
entered not to show the selling prices.

Last.Inv#
It is possible to have different invoice reference sequences generated for different locations by entering a starting point
in this field, the value will then increment for each invoice generated from that location.

Deb
If the stock location is to be linked specifically to one particular debtors branch then the debtors branch code is
entered. Generally this field would be left empty.

Crd
If the stock location is to be linked specifically to one particular creditors branch then the creditors branch code is
entered. Generally this field would be left empty.
WL
Default value is null.

RL
Default value is null.

MU
S%
Default value is null.

MU
T%
Default value is null.
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2 - DELETE BRANCHES
This job is used to delete stock branches or ledgers. The branch cannot be deleted unless there are no stock master
files, etc. present. After entering the branch code enter Y to confirm the deletion.

3 – MAINTAIN LOCATIONS
Another area where locations can be loaded and maintained, there is more detail available in this section that at the
end of the LOAD/CHANGE BRANCH option. The screen for this function will appear as follows.
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3 – SERVICE STOCK MASTER FILES
When this job is run the following sub-menu is displayed. The required option is selected by entering the job number.
The following sections explain each job.
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1 - LOAD/CHANGE STOCK FILES
When this option is run two screens are displayed for entry. The following screen is the first screen displayed for entry.

Branch Code
Enter the three character branch code.

Stock Code
Enter the stock code here.

Description
The description for the stock item is entered here.

2nd line Desc
If the description of the stock item is more than can be fitted in the previous entry, this can be utilized.

Group
The stock group that the item belongs to.
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Unit Desc
The primary unit description is entered here, for example EACH.

Wgt
Unit weight may be entered here.

Vol
Unit volume may be entered here.

1st Alt Unit
If the stock item has more than one kind of unit description put the 1st alternative description here, i.e. DOZEN.

#/Main Unit
If the alternative unit description is being used, enter the number of main units that make up the alternative unit, for
example enter 12 if 12 EACHES make up a DOZEN.

Price CF 0=Set
If manual price set of the alternative unit is wanted enter 0, otherwise enter the percentage that the alternative is to
cost compared to the main unit, for example if the alternative is to be 5% cheaper per unit than the main unit enter
0.9500.

2nd Alt Unit
If the stock item has more than one kind of unit description put the 2nd alternative description here, i.e PALLET.

#/Main Unit
If the alternative unit description is being used, enter the number of main units that make up the alternative unit, for
example enter 144 if 144 EACHES make up a PALLET.
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Price CF 0=Set
If manual price set of the alternative unit is wanted enter 0, otherwise enter the percentage that the alternative is to
cost compared to the main unit, for example if the alternative is to be 10% cheaper per unit than the main unit enter
0.9000.

UPC Code No1
Enter the bar code or PLU code here.

Unit#(123)
Enter the number of the unit description to the UPC Code.

UPC Code No2
Enter the bar code or PLU code here.

Unit#(123)
Enter the number of the unit description to the UPC Code.

UPC Code No3
Enter the bar code or PLU code here.

Unit#(123)
Enter the number of the unit description to the UPC Code.

Bin Number
The bin number for the stock item is entered here, up to 20 alpha-numeric characters can be used.

Active Y/N
This is asking whether the stock item is an active item. If N is entered here this stock item will not appear on stock
reports unless you ask for them.
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Supp Part#
Entered the supplier's part number here if it is different to the stock code.

Usual Supplier
If required enter the usual supplier's code here.

Warn
The default setting for this field is N, no warning. Y will enable a warning on the stock item. The warning will be
displayed when the stock item is called.

F.Disc
Set to N as default.

Disc.G
Blank by default. Short for Discount Group. If debtors stock price maintenance is being used, enter the discount group
of the stock item here.

Flags
This is a field consisting of 5 individual 1 character flags, these can be used for printing reports by specific flags or flag
combinations.

Size
Blank by default.

Warranty #Mth
This field defaults to 0. In order to be able to print stock history/warranty reports from the customer history system this
field requires a value greater than 0.

Duty%
Default setting is 0.
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Cust.Hist NYC
Customer history setting for the respective stock item. N=No, Y=Yes & C=Consolidated only.

History
Is set to N by default. Setting this to Y will enable the transaction history of the stock item to be recorded and is then
viewed via the H option in Stock Inquiry.

Cost Method
Enter the cost method to be used, if it is not to be the default setting. A is for weighted averages, L for last cost, S for
standard cost, F of first in first out and O for overhead stock - overhead costing method does not use quantities.

Misc.YN
Only prompted to enter either Y or N in this field when the stock item’s cost method is set to O (overhead). Y will
enable the respective stock item as miscellaneous, meaning that the system will prompt the user to input the details of
the stock item upon selling.

Buy Unit0
Default setting is blank & zero.

Std.OH.Cost
The standard overhead cost, this cost applies to stock when using the standard cost method.

Perf.Disc Cd
Default setting is blank.

Last….Cost
The last cost for the respective stock item.

Tax.Code
The GST code determines how the GST relates to the selling price. For example: I = GST included, E = Exempt from
GST, G = GST not included.
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#Decs.In.Price
Defines the number of decimal places in the selling price of the respective stock item.

Net.Price
Default setting is N. If enabled, Y, then net pricing applies to the selling price of the respective stock item, thus the sale
price is not effected by discounts.

Price (1-5)
Enter the appropriate selling prices here.

Loc(

)

Enter here the location/s that stock item is to be found in.

Bin Location
Enter the stock items bin location at this stock location.
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S/Anal Code
If you have debtors and have the sales analysis option enabled, enter the appropriate sales analysis code here.

P/Anal Code
If you have creditors and have the purchase analysis option enabled, enter the appropriate purchase analysis code
here.

Re-Order Min
If the stock reorder report is to be used, enter here the minimum stock holding level.

Re-Order Safe
If the stock reorder report is to be used, enter here the safe stock holding level.

Re-Order Max
If the stock reorder report is to be used, enter here the maximum stock holding level.

Re-Order Econ
If the stock reorder report is to be used, enter here the economical stock reorder amount.

Use #Mths Sale
Enter the number of months that the system is to use to base its reorder levels on.

POS Department
The POS department can be manually entered here is different from the stock group, as normally the POS
departments directly relate to the stock groups automatically.

Qty on Order, Last Order#, Qty on B/Ord
Displays the number of the respective stock item currently on order from suppliers and last order details.
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SaleOrRet.dt, Last Cost, #Order-Sales
Details pertaining to sales orders for the respective stock item.

2 - LOAD/CHANGE GROUP HEADINGS
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Branch Code
Enter the three character branch code.

Group Code
Enter the four character group code here.

Description
Enter the group description here.
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3 - DEFINE ASSEMBLIES
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Branch Code
Enter the three character branch code.

Stock Code
Enter the stock code of the assembled item here.

Ass/Kit
Define the item as an assembly or a kit respectively.

Waste Percent
Define the percentage of waste involved with the product.
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Batch Qty
Enter the batch quantity here.

Variable / Fixed / Insert / Delete
Enter a ‘V’ if the item is variable item e.g. there is always so many per item. Enter an ‘F’ if the item is a fixed item e.g.
time to setup a machine. Use ‘I’ to insert a new line. Use ‘D’ to delete a line from the assembly.

Quantity
Enter the number of items in the assembled item here.

4 - ASSEMBLIES INQUIRY
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Branch Code
Enter the three character branch code.

Stock Code
Enter the stock code of the assembled item here.
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Loc(

)

Enter the location at which the assembly is to be carried out here.

Quantity
Enter the number of items to be assembled.

5 - CHANGE PRICES
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Branch Code
Enter the three character branch code.

Stock Code
Enter the stock code of the assembled item here.

Std OH Cost
Enter the changed standard overhead cost here.
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Price
Enter the changed selling prices in their appropriate places.

6 - INCREASE PRICES
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry. This example would increase all the price #1 values
for all stock items in the stock group DEMO by 5% and would round the increase up to the nearest 5 cents.

Branch Code
Enter the three character branch code.

Group (AD=All)
Enter group of the items to be changed here, or arrow down for them all.

Supplier (AD=All)
Enter the supplier of the items to be changed here, or arrow down for them all.
Std OHead Cost

%Increase

Enter the percentage increase of the standard overhead cost.
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Amount.Increase(No.Alt)
Enter the dollar amount increase of the standard overhead cost, this amount will be added on to the standard
overhead cost after the percentage increase has been calculated if there is one.

Price Code#1-

%Increase

Enter the percentage increase of the appropriate price codes.

Amount.Increase(No.Alt)
Enter the dollar amount increase of the appropriate price codes, this amount will be added on to the appropriate price
code after the percentage increase has been calculated if there is one. This increase will not be added onto the
alternate unit prices.

7 - DELETE STOCK FILES
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Branch Code
Enter the three character branch code.
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Stock Code
Enter the stock code here.

Loc(

)

Enter the location of the item to be deleted.

Confirm Y/N
This will delete the item of stock from the location.

Confirm Y/N Delete Stock Master?
This will delete the stock master.

8 - DELETE GROUP HEADINGS
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Branch Code
Enter the three character branch code.
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Group Code
Enter the stock code here.

9 - REQUEST STOCK LABELS
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Branch Code
Enter the three character branch code.

Stock Code
Enter the stock code here.

No Of Labels
Enter the number of labels required for this stock item.
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10 - COPY PRICES TO TEMPORARY
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Branch Code
Enter the three character branch code.

Group (AD=All)
Enter group of the items to be changed here, or arrow down for them all.

Supplier (AD=All)
Enter the supplier of the items to be changed here, or arrow down for them all.
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11 - COPY TEMPORARY TO PRICES
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Branch Code
Enter the three character branch code.

Group (AD=All)
Enter group of the items to be changed here, or arrow down for them all.

Supplier (AD=All)
Enter the supplier of the items to be changed here, or arrow down for them all.
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12 - CHANGE TEMPORARY PRICES
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Branch Code
Enter the three character branch code.

Stock Code
Enter the stock code here.

Std OH Cost
Enter the changed standard overhead cost here.

Price
Enter the changed selling prices in their appropriate places.
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13 - INCREASE TEMPORARY PRICES
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Branch Code
Enter the three character branch code.

Group (AD=All)
Enter group of the items to be changed here, or arrow down for them all.

Supplier (AD=All)
Enter the supplier of the items to be changed here, or arrow down for them all.

Std OHead Cost

%Increase

Enter the percentage increase of the standard overhead cost.
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Amount.Increase(No.Alt)
Enter the dollar amount increase of the standard overhead cost, this amount will be added on to the standard
overhead cost after the percentage increase has been calculated if there is one.

Price Code#1-

%Increase

Enter the percentage increase of the appropriate price codes.

Amount.Increase(No.Alt)
Enter the dollar amount increase of the appropriate price codes, this amount will be added on to the appropriate price
code after the percentage increase has been calculated if there is one. This increase will not be added onto the
alternate unit prices.

14 - BUILD RETAIL PRICE INDEX
Price.group.index, Group.price.index, Both
Select P if the index is to be in price order, G if it is to be in group order or B for both.

Price Code To Use For Index Rebuild (1-5)
Select the price code for rebuild.
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4 - STOCK TAKE ENTRY
When this job is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Enter Stock Location (0=Enter)
Enter the location of the stock quantities to be entered, or 0 to enter the location as you go.

Group.order, Supplier, Code, sPecial, spec.gRp, Neither
Enter a G for stock to automatically come up in group order, a S for supplier order, a C for code order, a P for special
order (i.e. items in an assembly or kit), or N for manual entry.

Enter Stock Take Date
Enter the date of the stock take here.

Branch Code
Enter the three character branch code.
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Stock Code
Enter the stock code here.

Loc(

)

Enter the stock location.

Unit Desc.
The unit measure description and multiplying quantity.

Adj.S/Take.Qty
Enter the stock take quantity of the item here.
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5 - STOCK TRANSACTION POSTING
When this job is run the following sub-menu is displayed. The required option is selected by entering the job number.
The following sections explain each job.
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1 - STOCK PURCHASES
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Supplier
Enter the supplier code here.

Date
Enter the date of purchase here.

Reference No
Enter the suppliers reference number here e.g. invoice number.

Order Number
Enter your order number here.

Type
Enter S for a stock item, or enter D if you are going back and want to delete a dissection.
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Branch
Enter the three character branch code.

Code
Enter the stock code or the UPC code of the item being purchased here.

Loc(

)

Enter the destination location number here.

Unit#
Enter the number of the unit type being purchased here.

Qty
Enter the quantity of the purchased items here.

Qty.On.Order
Enter the quantity on order.

P/Lot AD=Auto
Arrow down for automatic purchase lot selection, or Return to select a purchase lot.

Unit.Cost
Enter cost price if it is different to that shown.

Add%
If the cost has had a percentage increase or decrease enter it here.

Tax
Enter the related tax code, IO = cost includes GST, GO = GST to be added to cost, EO = exempt from GST, RR
= related company transaction. The tax amount will calculate and be displayed after the colon.
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Label
Enter the number of labels that will need to be printed.

Our.Reference
Enter your reference.

L/Cost
If last cost needs to be changed it can be done here.

2 - STOCK SALES
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Debtor
Enter the Debtor code here this could also be an abbreviation of the debtors name.
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Date
Enter the date of sale here.

Reference No
Enter the invoice number.

Price.Cd (1-5)
Enter the appropriate price level code for the right selling price to be selected.

TAX/ABN#
Customers ABN number can be entered here.

Type
Enter S for a stock item, or enter D if you are going back and want to delete a dissection.

Branch
Enter the three character stock branch code.

Code
Enter the stock code or the UPC code (bar code) of the item being sold.

Loc(

)

Enter the location number the item is being sold from.

Unit#
Enter the number of the unit type being sold.

Qty
Enter the quantity of items sold.
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QC
If the #/Main.Unit on the stock master file has been set to 0 then the quantity conversion is entered. This facility is only
available on units 2 and 3.

Price#
Enter the price number for the appropriate selling price this will default to the price code set on the debtors master file.

Price
The price can be manually overridden here.

Disc%
Enter the discount here.

P/Lot AD=Auto
Arrow down for automatic purchase lot selection, or Return to select a purchase lot.

Our.Reference
Enter your reference.
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3 - STOCK ADJUSTMENTS
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Supplier
Enter the supplier code here.

Date
Enter the date of adjustment here.

Reference No
Enter the reference number here.

Order Number
Enter the order number here.
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Type
Enter S for a stock item, or enter D if you are going back and want to delete a dissection.

Branch
Enter the three character stock branch code.

Code
Enter the stock code or the UPC code (bar code) of the item being adjusted.

Loc(

)

Enter the location number the item is being adjusted.

Unit#
Enter the number of the unit type being adjusted.

Qty
Enter the quantity of items adjusted.

QC
If the #/Main.Unit on the stock master file has been set to 0 then the quantity conversion is entered. This facility is only
available on units 2 and 3.

P/Lot AD=Auto
Arrow down for automatic purchase lot selection, or Return to select a purchase lot.

Unit.Cost
Enter cost price if it is different to that shown.

Add%
If the cost has had a percentage increase or decrease enter it here.
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Label
Enter the number of labels that will need to be printed.

Our.Reference
Enter your reference.

4 - STOCK TRANSFERS
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Supplier
Enter the supplier code here.

Date
Enter the date of transfer here.
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Reference No
Enter the reference number here.

Order Number
Enter the order number here.

Type
Enter S for a stock item, or enter D if you are going back and want to delete a dissection.

Branch
Enter the three character stock branch code.

Code
Enter the stock code or the UPC code (bar code) of the item being transferred.

Loc(

)

Enter the source location number of the item is being transferred.

To (

)

Enter the destination location number of the item is being transferred.

Unit#
Enter the number of the unit type being transferred.

Qty
Enter the quantity of items transferred.

QC
If the #/Main.Unit on the stock master file has been set to 0 then the quantity conversion is entered. This facility is only
available on units 2 and 3.
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P/Lot AD=Auto
Arrow down for automatic purchase lot selection, or Return to select a purchase lot.

Unit.Cost
Enter cost price if it is different to that shown.

Add%
If the cost has had a percentage increase or decrease enter it here.

Label
Enter the number of labels that will need to be printed.

Our.Reference
Enter your reference.
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5 - MAKE ASSEMBLIES
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Assembly.Ref
Enter the assembly reference here.

Date
Enter the date of assembly here.

Reference No
Enter reference number here.

Order Number
Enter order number here.
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Stock Branch
Enter the three character stock branch code.

Stock Code
Enter the stock code or the UPC code (bar code) of the item being assembled.

Loc(

)

Enter the location number of the item is being assembled.

Qty
Enter the quantity of items to be assembled.

6 - ADJUST STOCK TAKE TO ACTUAL
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Supplier
Enter the supplier code here.
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Date
Enter the date of the stock take here.

Reference No
Enter the reference number here.

Order Number
Enter the order number here.

Stock Branch
Enter the three character stock branch code.

Loc(

)

Enter the location number of the stock take items.

7 – SUPERSEED STOCK ADJUSTMENT
For when supersessions are used, adjusts the superseded items into the superseding code.
8 – ADJUST COST BY SALES TAX
This feature is not supported under the GST system.
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9 – TRANSFER ALL STOCK
This job is used to transfer all stock from one location to another. When this feature is selected the following screen is
displayed.

ToL
Enter the location number where you are transferring the stock TO.

FrL
Enter the location number that the stock is being transferred FROM.
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6 - DEBTORS/STOCK PRICE MAINTENANCE
When this job is run the following sub-menu is displayed. The required option is selected by entering the job number.

The following sections explain each job.
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1 - PRICE MAINTENANCE
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Branch Code
Enter the branch code of the debtor here.

Debtor Code
Enter the debtor's debtor code here.

Branch Code
Enter the branch code of the stock item here.

Stock Code
Enter the stock code of the stock item here.
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Price Code
If any number from 1 to 5 is used the corresponding price code from the stock master file is used. If 0 is entered then
the special price is used

Special.Price
Enter the special price for the main unit.

Special.Unit#2
Enter the special price for the first alternate unit.

Special.Unit#3
Enter the special price for the second alternate unit.

2 - PRICE INQUIRY
When this option is run the following screen is displayed for entry.
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Branch Code
Enter the branch code of the debtor here.

Debtor Code
Enter the debtor's debtor code here.

3 - PURGE UNUSED PRICE FILES
This will purge any unused price files.

4 - INCREASE SPECIAL PRICES
Branch Code
Enter the branch code here.

Unit1.Increase%
Enter the percentage increase for the main unit.

Unit2.Increase%
Enter the percentage increase for the first alternate unit.

Unit3.Increase%
Enter the percentage increase for the second alternate unit.
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5 – SPECIAL PRICES REPORT
When this job is run the following screen is displayed for entry.

Branch Code
Enter the respective branch code.

By Ind. Debtor
N – for report including all debtors, Y – for report on individual debtor.

Printer Number
Select the printer number for the report to print to.

By Ind. Stock
N – for report by all stock items. Y - for report by individual stock item.
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Stock Branch
If Y is selected for “By Ind. Stock” then enter the respective branch code.

Stock/Group
If Y is selected for “By Ind. Stock”, then enter an S or a G in the Stock/Group field i.e. selecting to report pricing for a
group or an individual stock item.

Stock Code
If Y is selected for “By Ind. Stock”, enter the stock code to be reported.

Group
Select an individual group to report or select all groups by using the arrow down key (AD), when all groups are
selected 4 asterisks will appear in the field.

Location 0=All
Enter a location or leave as 0 for all locations.
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7 - DEBTORS/STOCK INVOICING
When this job is run the following sub-menu is displayed. The required option is selected by entering the job number.
The following sections explain each job.
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1 - INVOICE POSTING
2 - DEBIT NOTE POSTING
3 - CREDIT NOTE POSTING
4 - DOCKET ENTRY
These four posting modes operate in the same way. The following screen will be displayed for entry. This screen will
vary depending upon the options that are setup in the branch control file.

Debtor
Enter the Debtor code here this could also be an abbreviation of the debtors name.

Date
Enter the date of sale here.

Age Code (If Transaction Type is B [Balance Brought Forward])
If the invoice is not to be applied to the default age code, enter the correct age code.
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Apply.Ref (If Transaction Type is O [Open Item)
If not automatically applied enter the transaction reference number (invoice number) for the transaction.

Apply.Bal (If Transaction Type is O [Open Item)
For a new transaction this field should be blank, if the transaction is being applied to an existing Apply.Ref then the
current balance of the Apply.Ref will be displayed.

Reference No
Enter the reference number.

Tas/ABN#
Enter the customers ABN number if required.

Type
Enter S for a stock item, D if you are going back and want to delete a dissection, or enter R if you want to review the
invoice.

Branch
Enter the three character stock branch code.

Code
Enter the stock code or the UPC code (bar code) of the item being sold.

Loc(

)

Enter the location number the item is being sold from.

Unit#
Enter the number of the unit type being sold.
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Qty
Enter the quantity of items sold.

Price#
Enter the price number for the appropriate selling price this will default to the price code set on the debtors master file.

Price
The price can be manually overridden here.

Disc%
Enter the discount here.

TaxCd
Enter the respective tax code. I = GST Included. G = Add GST. E = Exempt from GST. R = Related Company
Transaction.

P/Lot AD=Auto
Arrow down for automatic purchase lot selection, or Return to select a purchase lot.

Our.Reference
Enter your reference here.
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8 - CREDITORS/STOCK PURCHASES
When this job is run the following sub-menu is displayed. The required option is selected by entering the job number.
The following sections explain each job.
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1 - INVOICE POSTING
2 - DEBIT NOTE POSTING
3 - CREDIT NOTE POSTING
These four posting modes operate in the same way. The following screen will be displayed for entry. This screen will
vary depending upon the options that are setup in the branch control file.

Auto.Posting
If you want it to automatically post the information as you enter it enter Y, if this is done you will be unable to go back
and change an entry.

Creditors Code
Enter the creditor code here this could also be an abbreviation of the creditors name.

Date
Enter the date of the invoice here.
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Apply.Ref
This will usually be the creditors invoice number.

Reference
The reference number is entered here. This would usually be the invoice number.

Amount
The amount of the invoice is entered here.

Order No
The order number is entered here.

Type
Enter S for a stock item, D if you are going back and want to delete a dissection, or enter R if you want to review the
invoice.

Branch
Enter the three character stock branch code.

Code
Enter the stock code or the UPC code (bar code) of the item being sold.

Loc(

)

Enter the location number the item is being sold from.

Unit#
Enter the number of the unit type being sold.

Qty
Enter the quantity of items sold.
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QC
If the #/Main.Unit on the stock master file has been set to 0 then the quantity conversion is entered. This facility is only
available on units 2 and 3.

#Labels
Enter the number of labels required to be printed, these labels are printed through “PRINT REQUESTED STOCK
LABELS” under stock reports.

Unit.Cost
Enter the cost of the unit.

Add%/Disc%
Add a percentage amount to the cost or enter the discount here.

T/Cost
The total cost of for the line, i.e. the quantity multiplied by the unit cost taking into account any adjustments due or the
Add%/Disc%.

Tax
Enter the appropriate taxcodes, i.e. GO – G = Add GST, O = Other as opposed to C for Capital.

P/Lot AD=Auto
Arrow down for automatic purchase lot selection, or Return to select a purchase lot.

Our.Reference
Enter your reference here.
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9 - STOCK REPORTS
When this job is run the following sub-menu is displayed. The required option is selected by entering the job number.
The following sections explain each job.

COMMON REPORT PRINTING CRITERIA
Printer #
Select the printer that the listing is to print on.

By Location
Select the location or press AD for all locations.

By Group
Select the group or press AD for all groups.

By.Inactive
Select Y if inactive stock items are wanted, or N if they are not wanted.
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By Supplier
Select the supplier or press AD for all suppliers.

By Flag
Select the flag or press AD for all flags.

Nil Balance
Select Y for nil balance stock items are to be included, or N to skip them.

Short Y/N
Select Y if a short report is required, else select N.

Report Order-Alpha, Numeric, Groups
Select what order you want the report to be in, A for alpha, N for numeric, or G for group order.

Retail.Ord
Select Y if the report is to be printed in the order of the cheapest retail price to the most expensive, or else select N.

Inc.Inform
Select whether information stock is to be included or not.

Start Stock Code

AD=First

Enter the start stock code or AD for the first stock item.

1 - STOCK LISTING
This report will produce a stock file listing.
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2 - STOCK PRICE LIST-ONE PRICE
This report will produce a price list with only one price showing.
Select the price code to be printed.
Select Y if alternate units are to be included, else select N.
Select Y if the cost is to be included, else select N.
Select Y if the temporary price is to be show, or select N if the actual price.

3 - STOCK PRICE LIST
This report will produce a price list with any of the five prices showing.
Select the price codes to be printed.
Select Y if the cost is to be included, else select N.
Select Y if the temporary price is to be show, or select N if the actual price.

4 - STOCK ASSEMBLE LIST
This report will list all the stock assemblies.

5 - STOCK ON HAND REPORT
This report will print a list of all the stock that is on hand.
Select M for monthly or Y for yearly transactions to be printed, or N if no transactions are to printed.
Select N if you want the purchase lots to be shown or Y if you do not.
Select whether you want to use the stock take figures or not.

6 - STOCK PROFITABILITY REPORT
This report lists the stock items and includes their profitability figures for the period selected.
Select Y if on hand stock items are to be printed only, or else select N.
Select D for a daily report, M for a monthly report, and Y for a yearly report.
Select which alternate unit type is to be used.
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7 - STOCK MOVEMENT REPORT
This report shows the stock movement for the period.

8 - STOCK RE-ORDER REPORT
This report prints all the stock items that have fallen below their re-order safe level, and their recommended re-order
amount.
Select Y if the three month orders are to be printed, or else select N.
Select Y if the assemblies are to be included, or else select N.

9 - STOCK TAKE FORMS
This prints a list of all the stock items with spaces available for writing in the stock amounts.
Select Y if the assemblies are to be included, or else select N.

10 - STOCK VARIANCE REPORT
This report prints the variance between the amount that is on hand and what the computer says is on hand.

11 - SALES REPORT BY GROUP
This report prints by group the stock items with their sales figures.
Select Y if on hand stock items are to be printed only, or else select N.
Select D for a daily report, M for a monthly report, and Y for a yearly report.

12 - SUMMARY BY LOCATION
This report shows a summary of the stock that is on hand at the location.
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13 - STOCK ON HAND (ALL LOCATIONS)
This report prints the totals of the stock on hand at each location.

14 - PRINT REQUESTED LABELS
This will allow the labels that have been requested to be printed.
Select the format of bar code to be printed or enter N for no bar code.
Enter 0 for the stock code to be printed, or 1,2, or 3 for the appropriate UPC code.

15 - PRINT STOCK LABELS
This will allow labels to be printed for all stock items.
Select the format of bar code to be printed or enter N for no bar code.
Enter 0 for the stock code to be printed, or 1,2, or 3 for the appropriate UPC code.

16 - DAILY OUT OF STOCK REPORT
This report will print the daily out of stock figures.

17 - UPC CODE LISTING
This report will print the UPC codes of the stock items.

18 – PREVIOUS PERIOD SALES
This report will print the stock on hand, current period sales, average sales and the previous 12 months sales by
period.

19 – HELD/LOAN STOCK REPORT
Print Held/Loan stock by date or zero date for all.
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20 – STOCK STATUS REPORT
Print status of stock items, includes available, period sales, YTD sales, on back order (sales orders), on order from
supplier (purchase orders).

21 – OUR REFERENCE REPORT
Prints report of transactions by Our.Reference field.
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10 - STOCK INQUIRY
This job is used to display a stock inquiry. The following screen is displayed after the branch code and stock code have
been keyed in.

Enter I to get information, B to get balances, P to inquire on prices, F to inquire on FIFO purchase lots, T to get
transactions, H to get history, S to get sales, M to get movement, L or A (includes some stock take information) to
inquire on location movements and N to review modify and add notes.
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11 - END OF PERIOD UPDATE
When this job is run the following sub-menu is displayed. The required option is selected by entering the job number.
The following sections explain each job.

1 - DAILY UPDATE
If daily figures are wanted on the stock profitability report or the sales by group report, then this job needs to be run at
the end of every day.

2 - DAILY & PERIOD UPDATE
This job is run at the end of the month after all the relevant reports have been run.

3 - DAILY PERIOD & YEARLY UPDATE
This job is run at the end of the financial year once the system is ready to roll over into the next year.

4 - CLEAR STOCK TAKE BALANCES
This will clear the old stock take balances ready for the new stock take to be entered.

5 - FREEZE STOCK BALANCES FOR STOCK TAKE
This will freeze the stock balances, this can be done when a stock take has been performed so that the stock take
figures do not have to be put in before the system can be used, but can be put in over the following days.

6 - SET UNDEFINED S/TAKE BALANCES TO ZERO
If this job is run it will speed up the stock take entry, by setting the balances of those items not entered to 0.

7 - CLEAR DAILY OUT OF STOCK FLAG
This will clear the daily out of stock flag so the daily out of stock report can be printed.
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8 - CHANGE STOCK CODE LENGTH
If the stock code length needs to be modified it can be done here. N.B. If code length is increased the first line
description will be reduced by the number of characters increased. This may cause stock descriptions to loose spaces
and join words together and possibly even be chopped short. If this occurs simply modify the description manually
through 3 - SERVICE STOCK MASTER FILES.

9 - RE-INDEX STOCK MASTER FILES
This job is used to re-index stock master files. Your software supplier will instruct you when to use this job and supply
the necessary password.

10 - INCREASE DECIMAL PLACES
This job will allow you to increase the number of decimal places in the quantity.

11 - BUILD SUPERSESSION LINKS
Builds links between supersession stock.

12 - CLEAR OVERSALES
This job clears all oversales, it is usually used as part of the stock take procedures to ensure that stock take
adjustments to not take oversales into account. For more information see 16 - STOCK TAKE PROCEDURES.

13 - CHANGE GROUP CODES
This job is used to change group codes.
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12 - PRINT CONTROL TOTALS
This job is used to display the stock control totals.
Enter the branch code.
Enter the location number or 0 for all locations.
Press AR to return to the job menu.
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13 - HOLD/RELEASE STOCK
This job is used to display a stock inquiry. The following screen is displayed after the branch code and stock code have
been keyed in.

Branch Code
Enter the three character branch code.

Stock.Code
Enter the stock code here.

Loc(

)

Enter the location here.

Purchase.Lot
Press enter to select a purchase lot or enter the reference number.
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Held.Date
Enter the date held.

Held.For.Whom
Enter the purchaser code.

Sold.By
Enter the code of the person that sold the item.

Quote$
Enter the quoted amount.
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14 - INFORMATION STOCK / SUPERSESSIONS
This job is used to display a stock inquiry. The following screen is displayed after the branch code and information
stock code have been keyed in.

Branch Code
Enter the three character branch code.

I/Stock.Code
Enter the stock code here.

Description
The description for the stock item is entered here.

2nd line Desc
If the description of the stock item is more than can be fitted in the previous entry, this can be utilized.

Unit Desc
The primary unit description is entered here, for example EACH.

Stock Flag
This is a 1 character field that can be used to print reports by.

UPC Code No1
Enter the bar code or PLU code here.

Group
Enter the group code of the stock item here.
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Usual Supplier
If required enter the usual supplier's code here.

Std OH Cost
If the stock item has a standard overhead cost enter it here.

#Decs In Price
Enter the number of decimals to be in the price here.

Price
Enter the appropriate selling prices here.
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15 - IMPORT CREDITORS INVOICING DATA
Information on this facility will be supplied on installation.
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16 – STOCKTAKE PROCEDURES
If planning to perform a stock take then see the document entitled Stock Take Procedures.
[ http://www.natsoft.biz/support ]
When this job is selected the following menu is displayed.

The following items discuss each menu option.
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1 – CLEAR STOCK TAKE BALANCES
This job will clear previously entered stock take quantities in preparation for the current stock take. When this job is run
the following screen is displayed.

ToSetToZero-S/TakeDt
If this field is set to a date will set undefined to zero (saves running 4 – SET UNDEFINED S/TAKE TO ZERO
separately).

Stock Location 0=All
Enter the location for which the stock take is being performed, enter zero to select all locations.

Group Arrow.Down=All
Enter group code to select group or arrow down to select all groups.

Freeze, Unfreeze, No
Can Freeze or Unfreeze stock take balances (saves running 3 – FREEZE S/TAKE STOCK BALANCES separately). N
will not freeze or unfreeze.
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2 – CLEAR OVERSALES
This option clears all oversales from the system, so the negative amounts are not taken into account when the stock
take quantities are adjusted into stock.

3 – FREEZE S/TAKE STOCK BALANCES
Freezing the stock take stock balance will “freeze” as it were or “remember” the stock levels at the time this job is
performed. It will then use those stock levels when adjusting the stock take quantities to the actual stock quantities
instead of using the stock on hand quantities at that time. N.B. This option should be used with extreme caution, if you
do not understand the ramifications of performing this operation then it is recommended you contact a Natsoft
representative before proceeding.

4 – SET UNDEFINED S/TAKE
This will set all stock take quantities to zero on stock items for which a stock take entry has not been performed.

5 – CLEAR DAILY OUT OF STOCK FLAG
Clears daily out of stock flags as suggested.

6 – IMPORT STOCK TAKE DATA
Linked to an additional stock program that enables stock take quantities to be imported from a file. Usually used in
conjunction with DT700 and Telxon devices.
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17 – PRICEBOOK SYSTEM
A shortcut to the pricebook system, this is only available if the pricebook system has been activated.
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18 - EXIT THE STOCK SYSTEM
This job is used to exit the stock system and return to operating system level, (Ready to perform a backup).
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